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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before starting our non-residential lighting market research, one of the market segments we wanted to learn more about was outdoor lighting.  It was clear the segment was not insignificant, but not clear exactly how big it was relative to the sectors we typically think of in lighting.  There were a lot of disparate data sources but no comprehensive market studies to consult to get the big picture at a glance.  With the non-res model in development we sought to answer two questions. First, what do the available data sources tell us about the outdoor market?Second, what do they not tell us, with sufficient certainty, that would be beneficial in terms of reducing modeling uncertainty and for planning purposes.In other words, what are the key data gaps for the outdoor sector? 



WHY SHOULD WE  

CARE? 
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Presentation Notes
So, why should we care about outdoor lighting?
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aMW 

Source: 7th Plan Estimates 

~ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First off, it is by itself a significant end-use, at least according the Council’s Seventh Plan.  The council estimated outdoor lighting consumes approximately 370 aMW annually.  For some context, that’s more than the current estimated load from residential air conditioning, freezers, and washing machines combined in the NW in 2015 (about 350 aMW, per p. E-14 on https://www.nwcouncil.org/media/7149693/7thplandraft_appndxe_demandfcst_20151020.pdf).NOTES on sources: Sum of three major sectors modeled by Council in the 7th Plan.  Sources for these listed on slide 9.



LOT OF PROGRAM 
ACTIVITY 
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Savings By Sector (aMW) 

Agricultural Commercial Industrial Outdoor  Total 

2% 38% 14% 46% 100% 

Source: BPA Option 1 Program Data for FY15 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Second, programs have been very, very active in outdoor lighting.  These figures represent the savings associated with BPA Option 1 lighting jobs in FY15.  Outdoor lighting is not actually identified as a sector by the BPA program calculator, so we mapped the individual measures associated with exterior or outdoor fixtures out of the other sectors and into the outdoor sector.  For example, the savings associated with commercial buildings’ exterior lighting were allocated to the outdoor sector for this analysis.  While this is only Option 1 utilities, 46% is a clearly a large share of program activity.



PROGRAM MEASURES 
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EXISTING  EFFICIENT TECHNOLOGY  % OF SAVINGS 

 HID  LED Exterior 83% 

 Incandescent  LED Exterior 6% 

 Incandescent  LED Small Lamp/Fixture 3% 

 HID  HID MH 2% 

 HID  LED Small Lamp/Fixture 1% 

 T12  LED Tube 1% 

Other 4% 

Total  100% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digging into the elements of the outdoor program activity, this table shows the most common measures, listed by combination of technology conversion… what was replaced by what.  The vast majority of savings came from converting HID fixtures to LED.   As we’ll see later, that is not surprising given that the installed stock of outdoor lamps is dominated by HID technology. 



FEWER LAMPS…. 

7 Source: http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/ssl/2010-lmc-final-jan-2012.pdf (table ES.1) 

2% Share of Installed Lamps  

Residential 
Lamps 

Commercial 
Lamps 

Industrial 
Lamps 

Outdoor 
Lamps 

7B 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, clearly the outdoor lighting sector is a big market with a lot of program activity, but how does it compare to the other sectors?   According the DOE’s Lighting Market Characterization, only 2 percent of all installed lamps are outdoors. DOE’s definition of the outdoor sector includes the follow submarkets:Airfield, Billboard, Building Exterior, Parking, Railway, Roadway, Stadium, Traffic SignalsSource: Calculated from table ES.1 on http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/ssl/2010-lmc-final-jan-2012.pdf 



…HIGHER WATTAGE AND 
OPERATING HOURS 

8 Source: http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/ssl/2010-lmc-final-jan-2012.pdf (table ES.1) 

  

        

   

 
 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

      

      

     

     

      

 

17% Share of Lighting Electricity Use 

Residential 
TWh Used 

Commercial 
TWh Used 

Industrial 
TWh Used 

Outdoor 
TWh Used 

400 
TWh 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
… But, at the same time, DOE estimates the outdoor sector represents 17% of total national lighting energy use.   By comparison, the residential sector is 25% of national lighting energy use. And, of course, we pay a lot of attention programmatically to residential sector, so this helps put in perspective the market size of outdoor lighting. The reason for the ‘outsized’ energy use is two fold. Outdoor lamps have much higher wattage on average and they have longer operating hours.Source: Calculated from table ES.1 on http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/ssl/2010-lmc-final-jan-2012.pdf 



Source: 7th Plan estimates, based on CBSA and other sources 

WHAT’S IN THE  
OUTDOOR MARKET? 

Building Exterior, 234 aMW 

63% 
Street & Roadway Lighting, 113 aMW  

31% 
Covered Parking Garages, 23 aMW 

6% 
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The Council plan breaks the market down into these three subsegments: Building Exterior, Street and Roadway Lighting, and Covered Parking Garages.  Together these represent all outdoor lighting.  I’m going to talk in detail about what we learned—and didn’t learn—about each of these segments. Data from files located here:https://nwcouncil.app.box.com/v/7thplanconservationdatafiles/1/6722938165 Com-ExgteriorLighting-7P_V14, “Watt Allocation” tab, cell n9Com-Streetlight-7P_V9, “Outdoor Stock”, cell G30Com-ParkingGarageLighting-7P_v7, “Parking Garage Data” tab, cell c34 has the installed watts (23,370,756) from CBSA.  Same file, “Measure Development” tab, row cells t9:t14 has operating hours of 8760.  (23,370,756 * 8760 / 8760 / 10^6 = 23.3 aMW)



WHAT WE DID 

Data Gap Analysis 
Reviewed BPA program  
data, CBSA, 7th Plan,  

DOE reports 

 

Interviews 
13 market actors specializing  

in outdoor lighting, short 
interviews at Lightfair 2016 
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But first, before I transition to talking about each of those subsegments, I want to highlight how we gathered this information. First, we reviewed the CBSA, 7th Plan, DOE reports, and BPA program data.Second, we conducted 13 in-depth interviews with market actors specializing in outdoor lighting. These included five manufacturers producing outdoor lighting products, three large contractors specializing in outdoor lighting, and five representatives of utilities who have performed outdoor lighting retrofit projects. Third, we attended Lightfair, the industry’s largest conference, and conducted dozens of short interviews with manufacturers.



BUILDING 
EXTERIOR 
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Building Exterior segment transition slide



FRAGMENTED 
MARKET 

APPLICATION  Northwest 
aMW 

Parking Lot  107  

Building Facade  55  

Walkway/Area  43  

Other  12  

Exterior Sales  9  

Sporting Field  6  

Signage  2  

Total  234  

12 
Source: 7th Plan estimates, based on 2014 CBSA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do I mean by building exterior specifically?  One thing we learned in this research is that there is little consistency in naming conventions for outdoor submarkets and applications.  But in this case these applications—and the relative size of each come from the CBSA’s division of the building exterior market.  In essence, ‘building exterior’ is therefore outdoor lighting associated with buildings that were selected in the CBSA sample.  No stand alone parking lots or sign lighting is included is the building exterior market, as it is listed here.The first thing to note about the building exterior market is that it is itself composed any many different applications, or submarkets. Outdoor parking lots, building facades, and area lighting comprise more than 80% of the building exterior market’s energy use. Notes on data source: Data from file: Com-ExgteriorLighting-7P_V14, “Watt Allocation” tab, cell n9This does NOT include Charlie’s extrapolation to Hospital and University building types.



HID DOMINATES STOCK 
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% of Building Exterior Watts in Stock 

TECHNOLOGY 2014 

HID 79% 

LF  5% 

CFL   5% 

Incandescent 8% 

LED, Induction, Neon, Other 2% 

2014 CBSA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of the technology mix, the building exterior installed stock is dominated by HID fixtures (and has been for decades).  Surprisingly, incandescents still remain 8% of the stock, nearly as much as linear fluorescent and compact fluorescent combined.  �Lastly, while we have a great deal of qualitative evidence that LEDs have taken off, it is unclear how much of the stock has changed since the last CBSA sample. Notes on sources:2014 Data:  Com-ExgteriorLighting-7P_V14, “CBSA Data” tab, cells c12:c22 (grouped LED, Induction, Other)



MARKET NICHES 
Gas Stations – among first to adopt  
LED due to long operating hours 
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I’m now going to discuss several of the more important Building Exterior market niches. One thing we learned from interviews is that decision makers in each niche have their own set of concerns with respect to their lighting decisions.  What I think these various example markets show is how diverse the motivations are for adopting LED lighting. Gas Stations, for example, were among first adopters of LED because of the long operating hours require and the desire for bright directional light. They’ve also been heavily targeted by programs. One interviewee estimated that 70% of gas stations in Washington had already converted to LED. (Facttoid: LSI Industries is the largest supplier of gas station lighting in the country; 69% of their lighting revenue came from LED sales in the 12-months ended June 30, 2016.)



MARKET NICHES 
Car Dealerships – driven by improved  
colored rendering, visibility and security 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another important niche is car dealerships.  Like parking lots, they have a lot of outdoor poll lighting.  Dealerships are principally concerned with selling cars, of course. The very among the few market niches to embrace ceramic metal halide (as opposed to the less expensive and more common high pressure sodium or probe start metal halide lamps) precisely because ceramic metal halide’s advantage was in color rendering and lumen maintenance. In other words, they want the cars looking good for longer. Improved color rendering, visibility, and security are the most critical factors in their lighting decisions. 



MARKET NICHES 
Sports Fields – often municipal-owned; LED retrofits  
driven by desire for highly visible improvement 
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Stadiums and sports fields are often municipal-owned.  While these high wattage applications used to be out of reach for LEDs, that is no longer the case.  LEDs lit up the Super Bowl recently; they can meet the needs of any sports field now. Municipalities are often driven, according to interviews, by the desire to make a highly visible improvement in the town or city.  The community park, ball field, or tennis courts are opportunities to make that enhancement.



MARKET NICHES 
Area Lighting – maintenance benefits  

important to commercial customers 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Area and walkway lighting can be owned by commercial entities, municipalities, or utilities.  Safety is a key concern, but the key factor driving conversion to LED—at least for commercially owned fixtures—is the reduced maintenance costs.  The reason I say that maintenance is particularly important for commercial customers, as opposed to say, towns, is that sometimes towns pay utilities to operate and maintain the fixtures based on tariffs that are independent of the fixture type.  Therefore, there is little financial incentive for the owner—the town—to pay for a retrofit.



BUILDING EXTERIOR 
DATA GAPS 

Sign Lighting Area Lighting Parking Lots 
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(CBSA did not sample directly) 

Industrial Outdoor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building Exterior Data GapsWhile parking lots, area lighting and sign lighting were reported in the CBSA, none of these were sampled directly.  They were only captured if associated with meter of the building selected in the sample. That means we do not how representative the CBSA is of each of these segments.   For sign lighting, non-building signs like billboards would have been ignored by the CBSA.Lastly, industrial facilities/buildings were not part of the CBSA at all.  We found no statistically significant data on industrial lighting either regionally or nationally.  For the outdoor sector, this may be particularly important because the lighting is exempt from codes (if controlled) at industrial buildings. 



STREET 
LIGHTING 
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Presentation Notes
So that’s the first and largest segment.  The next largest outdoor lighting market segment is street and roadway lighting.



113 aMW in NW,  
31% of outdoor 

High wattage lamps*: 
• 15% - 400 W 
• 40% - 250 W 
• 45% - 150 W 

Stock dominated  
by HID; rapid 
transition to LEDs 

Natural controls 
opportunity 

KEY 
FACTS 
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* Source: Manufacturer estimate at Lightfair (national) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Streetlighting is undergoing a rapid conversion to LED, according to both our in depth interviews and conversations with manufacturers at Lightfair, as well as secondary research. The Council estimated113 aMW of energy use per year in the 7th Plan, although it is important to note that this estimate is highly uncertain because there has been no comprehensive regional assessment of the street lighting stock and streetlighting was not covered by the CBSA. Historically dominated by HID fixtures, LEDs have become the technology of choice for many reasons I’ll discuss in the next few slides. One reason is that the streetlighting application provides a natural controls opportunity. For example, all CREE streetlights now comes standard with controls.  Based on interviews with lighting manufacturers at Lightfair, manufacturers are clearly pushing the advanced data gathering potential of LED roadway lighting, whether it be for traffic monitoring, parking spot identification, or security purposes. - 'Source File: "com-streetlight-7p_v6p" tab "Outdoor Stock“Source Link: http://www.nwcouncil.org/energy/powerplan/7/technical 



UNIQUE OWNERSHIP 
STRUCTURE 

Cities, towns, and utilities makes decisions… slowly. 
21 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Municipalities and utilities own the majority of street and roadway lighting, with State Departments of Transportation owning the remainder (typically those fixtures on major highways). Many cities and town own their streetlights but have them maintained and operated by utilities. The tariffs with these services and the actual energy use are priced on a monthly fee basis, sometimes according to the type of lamp (LED or HID) and wattage. Because of this ownership structure, retrofit decisions are typically slow, often put out for bid through a public RFP process.  In recent years, it has not been uncommon for the LEDs specified to become effectively obsolescent by the time a contract award is finalized. 



NOT A  
TECHNOLOGY DEBATE 
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Retrofit? Maintain? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the purchase decision may be a protracted process, the technology choice is no longer a significant debate.  When a streetlight owner decides to retrofit their lighting systems, LED technology is almost a foregone conclusion.   According to interviews, the question is not whether to choose LED over HID, but whether to do a retrofit. 



SALES NOW 80% LED 
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Manufacturer Estimate at Lightfair 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This passing of the streetlighting torch was quantified by one leading outdoor lighting manufacturer who estimated LEDs are now 80% of the streetlight sales nationally.  For context, the 7th Plan baseline assumed 20% LED market share at the start of the plan year. Source: Lightfair Notes, page 27



SAVING 
ENERGY IS 
SECONDARY 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are, of course, several reasons for the rapid transition to LEDs, but none are more significant than the reduction in maintenance costs. The longer lifetimes reduce the frequency of lamp replacement.  That is so significant in this application since a bucket truck and multiple workers are necessary to replace one lamp.  This also has obvious safety benefits.  Add in the lower operating costs and opportunity for controls, it is perhaps unsurprising LED streetlighting has taken off.



ITY  STATE  YEAR(S) LAMP TYPE COUNT  

eattle  WA 2009-Present HPS to LED  85,00 total (48% residential, 15% pedestrian   
37% arterial) 41,000 converted so far (2014)  

lympia  WA Unclear HPS to LED  4,500 total ( 3,200 city owned (1st), 1,300 PS   
akima WA 2014-Present  HPS to LED  4,400 
ent WA 2015-present  HPS to LED  2,600 
ellevue WA 2015-Present  HPS to LED  4,242 targeted by project  
verett  WA 2015-Present  HPS to LED  2,300 (roughly one third of all lights)  
arysville WA 2011-2012 HPS to LED  roughly 100 (second round)  
ongview WA 2013 HPS to LED  2,023 to LED (another 564 MH lamp/ballast)  
enton WA 2013 HPS to LED  3,865 (out of 6,00 approximately  

ortland  OR 2015-Present  HPS to LED  
55,00 total (4,800 decorative, PBOT 
pays/maintains  
11,000 lights, Portland Gen. Elec. 44,000)  

West Linn OR 2014 (Unclear)  HPS to LED  900 
stacada OR 2014 (Unclear)  HPS to LED  340 
ake Oswego OR 2013-2014 Unclear to LED  3,680 total (1,400 converted)  
ugene OR 2015-Present  Unclear to LED  9,600 total (5,000 converted)  
resham OR 2013-Present  HPS to LED  8,000 
ilwaukee OR Unclear HPS to LED  2,000 
lackamas OR 2013-2015 HPS to LED  5,000 total (55% of street lights in the district   
pringfield OR 2014 LED Retrofit kits 1,000 
alem  OR 2015-Present  HPS to LED  8,000 plus new installations of 70-80 per yea   
oise ID 2010-2012 HPS to LED  10,000 total (1,500 converted)  

Wesier ID 2015 HPS to LED  395 
aho Falls ID 2015 HPS to LED  80 (trial run)  
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LOTS OF  
LED PROJECTS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a catalog of recent streetlighting projects throughout the region.  These are not necessarily ‘program jobs’—they are projects announced by the jurisdictions themselves.  At least two dozen cities and towns, including the largest cities in the Northwest, have already converted or have ongoing projects to convert their existing lighting systems to LED.  Seattle, Portland, Eugene, Gresham, Salem, Boise, and Olympia are among those large cities that have or will soon compete LED streetlighting retrofits.While clearly LED street lighting project have become a very popular public infrastructure initiative, they have not been without some buyer’s remorse.
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NEW DESIGNS 

PREVIOUS  
EXPERIENCES 

LEARNING FROM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The streetlighting LED revolution has not necessarily been a smooth transition.  One theme we heard from interviews was the fact that the newest designs and procurement practices were evolving quickly from previous experiences.   Manufacturers and designers have improved their game through multiple generations of product and in-field experience.It used to be that research and development was all about getting cost down and efficacy up.  But after some disappointing in-field experiences with LED streetlighting, technical development in the latest product cycles has been focused on improving the real world experience (and appearance) of LED street lights).  
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GLARE  
BOMBS  
AWAY 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One example of this evolution are the product developments and better practices that are reducing the ‘glare bomb’ effect.  There has been a lot of press attention on streetlighting projects that have left residents less than pleased with the harsh glare of some LED streetlights. This was a function of several factors:  in some cases designers—not understanding LEDs do not suffer from the same lumen depreciation as the HID incumbents would ‘over specify’ the necessary wattage for the application.  In other cases, the bluish light (high color temperature) and early generation optics created this “harsh” lighting effect. New designs from many manufacturers have traditional, “warmer” color temperatures and have been redesigned for more even, comfortable light distribution.  



DARK SKY ORDINANCES 
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HID LED 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dark Sky ordinances seek to limit light pollution from lighting systems. While in theory LEDs are more directional than HID and therefore could be better directed to the ground (instead of the sky), early fixture designs may not have realized this potential. In many early projects, the specifiers and engineers charged with minimizing upfront cost and maximizing energy savings, selected ‘cool’ color LED fixtures, which give off a bright blue light. because the human eye is more sensitive to blue light, these bluish lights can disproportionately contribute to the nighttime light pollution, even at the same lumen output levels as warmer lights. Furthermore, the early generations of streetlighting fixtures—and the cheaper designs--did not focus as much on the optical design (how the light is directed out of the fixture) to limit the glare effect.�The American Medical Association recently released a report advising streetlight decision makers to choose LEDs with color temperatures of no more than 3,000 Kelvin, which is only slightly ‘cooler’ than a typical incandescent.  Keep in mind however that lower color temperature lamps are inherently less efficient, so there is a small energy savings tradeoff associated with warmer LED lights.  In recent years, manufacturers have introduced streetlights that meet this threshold.  There are a couple of reasons why this took time to develop.  First, it was more important for manufacturers to maximize efficacy (to improve energy savings payback calculations) than color.  The market did not have as many case studies of poor experience with the cool blue light and poorly designed fixtures.  It took time for purchasers to recognize it may be worth paying more for  fixtures with more even light, less glare and a warmer color, even though these benefits come with an efficacy penalty. 



DATA GAPS 
Not captured  
in the CBSA. 
  
No comprehensive data 
on market size and mix. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is no data on the market size and mix of streetlights in the Northwest.  It may be the largest unquantified segment of lighting in the Northwest.



COVERED 
PARKING LOTS 

30 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last market segment I’ll discuss is covered parking lots. 



23 aMW in NW  
(6% of outdoor) 

“Only need to be  
on 15% of the time” 

Natural controls fit: 
GE fixtures come 
standard with 
occupancy sensors 

31 

KEY FACTS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parking garages, according the 7th Plan’s estimates, which are based on the CBSA, account for 23 aMW annually. Parking garages are a great controls opportunity. A major manufacturer, CREE, told us at Lightfair that its own research shows parking garage fixtures “only need to be on 15% of the time” based on occupancy.In fact, GE parking garage fixtures comes standard now equipped with occupancy sensors.   These occupancy sensors dim the fixtures to 50% of initial light levels after 20 mins with no programming necessary. 



INSTALLED TECH MIX 

7th Plan assumes 20% baseline LED penetration 

Source: 7th Plan, based on CBSA  

HID 44% 

T8 41% T5 10% 

T12 1% 

CFL 1% 

LED 3% 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parking garages stand out in the outdoor sector in that linear fluorescents constitute more than half of the installed base. LED retrofits are typically completed on 1:1 fixture change out basis, according to interviews. Source of tech Mix:  Com-ParkingGarageLighting-7P_v7, “Parking Garage Data” tab, cell c27Source of 7th Plan assumption:  :  Com-ParkingGarageLighting-7P_v7, “7PSourceSummary” tab, cell c27



DATA GAPS 

33 

Not sampled  
directly in  
the CBSA. 

Spotty data:  
No data for 
universities  
or hospitals. 
Only one 
retail building 
in sample.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As with outdoor parking lots, parking garages were not sampled directly.  This left what ostensibly are obvious gaps in the coverage:  For example, the sample of universities and hospitals did not collect detailed parking garage data and only one retail building sampled had a parking garage associated with it. 



KEY 
TAKEAWAYS 

34 
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So those are the three major market segments of the outdoor lighting market:  Building Exterior, Street and Roadway, and Covered Parking Garages. Before concluding, I want to summarize the key takeaways about what we learned in this research, what we learned we don’t know, and provide some brief ideas on how we might address the remaining data gaps.
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Nearly half of lighting program savings  
(for FY15 option 1 utilities) are from outdoor  
measures (nearly all HID to LED changeouts) 4 

1 Outdoor lighting is, by itself, a large end-use 

2 Building exterior, streetlighting, and covered  
parking lots are the main market segments 

3 Streetlighting is rapidly moving to LED— 
nearly every retrofit is LED 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, key takeaways: First, outdoor lighting is, by itself, a large end-use and worthy of some attention. Nearly half of lighting program savings (for FY15 option 1 utilities) are from outdoor measures (nearly all HID to LED changeouts)Building exterior—lighting associated with buildings—and street and roadway lighting comprise almost all outdoor lighting.Streetlighting is rapidly moving to LED—nearly every retrofit is LED.  While the transition has been swift, it has not been smooth.  Manufacturers and the market continue to learn from previous streetlighting projects.
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KEY REMAINING  
DATA GAPS 

Streetlighting market  
size and mix 

Parking garage and  
parking lot market size 

 

Sign lighting market 
 size and mix 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, let me summarize the key data gaps—what we learned we do NOT know about outdoor lighting in the Northwest. We have little to no information on the size and mix of the streetlighting stock in the Northwest. There is considerable uncertainty in the CBSA’s characterization the parking markets’ sizes—both outdoor and covered lots—because they were not sampled directly. Sign lighting not associated with buildings was not captured by the CBSA.Lastly, one exercise we did undertook was to compare the DOE’s Lighting Market Characterization’s (2010) share of outdoor lighting energy by market segment to that assumed in the 7th Plan (which was, again, based on the CBSA for the building exterior and covered parking garage segments). After adjusting for different segment definitions, material differences between the two estimates remain.  DOE estimates 44% of outdoor lighting energy use comes from street lighting, while the 7th Plan assumed 31%.  And while the plan assumed 33% of outdoor lighting is associated with building exterior (after removing parking lots to ensure comparability with DOE’s estimate), DOE estimated that figure to be only 10%. These differences may speak to different a outdoor lighting mix in the Northwest versus the nation or they may point to error in either study.   Regardless, they cast some uncertainty on the figures we currently have. 



POTENTIAL 
RESEARCH 
STRATEGIES 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, I’ll mention a few targeted research strategies we could follow to address those data gaps.



STREET LIGHTING  
STOCK ASSESSMENT 

Direct count from  
towns, cities, state DOTs,  

and utilities 

Supplement with  
sampling approach based  

on roadway miles, stratified  
by type of roadway 

38 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, we could conduct a street lighting stock assessment.  Most towns, cities, utilities, and the state Departments of Transportation could provide fixture counts (many by technology type and wattage). We could supplement this effort by sampling various roadway miles, stratified by type of roadway. 



PARKING STOCK 
ASSESSMENT 

1 Vet CBSA figures with series  
of top down and/or bottom  
up checks.  

2 If checks reveal error in  
CBSA, pursue sampling 
approach (perhaps measuring 
parking lots and fixture  
counts with Google Earth and/or 
web scraping off parking apps) 

39 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned, we do have data on parking garages and lots from the CBSA.  The question is how reliable is it.A good first step might be to vet the CBSA figures with a series of top down and/or bottom up checks.  Then if these checks reveal considerable error, we could then attempt to gather market size information by web scraping parking applications like parkme.com.  Additionally, there may be a way to identify fixture counts by parking lot area using Google earth and extrapolating a market size from that effort. 



APPENDIX 
40 



DEFINITIONS AND DATA 
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Subsegment CBSA 
Data? 

CBSA Definition Typical applications CBSA Representativeness Caveats 

Building Façade Yes Used directly to light the building façade. This 
includes mounted down lights, and flood lights 
directed at the façade.  

Wall mounts; wall wash None 

Exterior Sales Yes Used to highlight items the building is selling for 
areas indicated as exterior sales.  

Pole lighting None 

Streetlighting/ 
Roadway 

No Street, Roadway, 
Decorative, Arterial 

N/A 

Parking Lots Yes Used to light the building's parking lot (typically 
lights on poles throughout the parking area)  

Pole lighting Not sampled directly; no stand alone lots; 
small sample in key building types. 

Parking Garage Yes Low/high bay Not sampled directly; no stand alone 
garages considered; small sample in key 
building types. 

Walkway / Area  Yes Used to light the path/walkway or an area 
where people would congregate 

Bollards, Landscape, 
Decorative Streetlamps 

Not sampled directly; no stand alone areas  

Gas Station / Canopy Yes Fuel Pump Canopy None 

Signage/Billboard Yes Used for signage (lights up text)  Sign lighting Only covered if part of  building;  
no road/highway 

Airfields No N/A 

Stadiums Used to light a sporting field.  High Output N/A 

Traffic Signals No Traffic signals N/A 
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